Phillips Murrah Announces Passing of Director Robert N. Sheets

It is with deep sadness that we announce the passing of our dear friend and one of Phillips Murrah’s founding Partners, Robert N. Sheets.

Bob was a member of the Firm’s commercial litigation practice group and received the Outstanding Law Review Alumni Award from Oklahoma City University School of Law in 2007, The Journal Record’s Leadership in Law Award in 2008, and The Alma Wilson Award from the Oklahoma Bar Association in 2011. Bob, aka “the Reading Man,” was also dedicated to volunteering on behalf of children and his community.

He will be dearly missed.

Robert Noel Sheets was born June 16, 1954 in St. Louis, MO to Robert Lee Sheets and Betty Sue Read Sheets. He passed into life eternal on December 8, 2021. Bob grew up in Florissant, MO, where he was active in DeMolay. He graduated from McCluer High School, Washington University in St. Louis, and finally Oklahoma City University School of Law in 1979. He married Mary Patricia Flanagan in 1981. His parents preceded him in death. He leaves his wife, daughter Alison, son John and his wife, Alexis, and two grandchildren, Eli Sheets and Luna Sheets, as well as numerous cousins and friends.

Bob was a founding partner of the original law firm McFall, McVay, Sheets, Lovelace and Juras (interestingly, Kristen Juras is the current lieutenant governor of Montana). The firm is known now as Phillips Murrah. Bob retired from the firm in 2020, and since then was an adjunct professor of law at Oklahoma City University.

See SHEETS, page 8
GIVE SOME GRACE

By: Shanda McKenney
President, OCBA

grace – noun:
1. Simple elegance or refinement of movement
2. courteous goodwill verb: do honor or credit to (someone or something) by one’s presence

I am exhausted. Completely, totally, utterly, exhausted. Life since March, 2020 has felt like little more than a series of hops from one crisis to the next, compounded by unpredictability and punctuated with periodic doses of chaos. Never mind the fact that this is at least the third go-round we’ve had with virus variants, the uncertainty of “what happens next” never gets any easier, and there is no effective way to plan for the curveballs.

As I type this, Edmond schools are closed because they do not have enough staff to properly supervise students in the buildings, much less actually teach them anything. Other school districts are in the same boat. Businesses (the ones that have survived, anyway) are suffering through reduced hours of operation and often function on shoe-string staffing. Many have lost loved ones, or are close to someone who has struggled with illness over the last two years. Hospitals are booked solid, and don’t even try to get a doctor’s appointment for a routine physical exam.

Not only are people exhausted, but they are frustrated. Angry, even. Tempers tend to be short and patience is hard to come by. There are shortages of consumer goods and inflation, both of which turn a basic grocery store trip into something more complicated and annoying than in Before Times.

Tempers tend to be short and patience is hard to come by. There are shortages of consumer goods and inflation, both of which turn a basic grocery store trip into something more complicated and annoying than in Before Times.

I have found it to be incredibly helpful, particularly when I’ve got a lot of stress about the uncertainty of the future, to remind myself how fortunate I am as an individual, and that not everyone is as fortunate as I am. Whether it is income security, relatively good health, family stability, or something else, I have a lot going for me that not everyone else has, and the last thing they need is one more email to read and respond to. There is literally no limit to the amount of grace one person can give, if they really set their mind to it.
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**By Roscoe X. Pound**

"J" is for "January" and also for "Judges," as several of our inquirers had questions regarding judicial conduct. For example:

**Dear Roscoe:** What's the skinny on judges writing letters of recommendation for employment for friends, staff, and others? B.E., OKC.

**Dear B.E.:** The skinny's actually not so skinny, and often conditional. Oklahoma's Code of Judicial Conduct, among others, does not prohibit the practice in the regular course of business or social life. Allowing judges to provide recommendations recognizes that "judges are members of society, and of the community at large, and . . . not every action of a judge is intended, or could reasonably be perceived, as an assertion of the prestige of judicial office." U.S. Advisory Opinion 73 (2009). The practice of providing recommendations within the legal profession is so customary that, when done "by a judge, it is less a function of the judicial position than it is of the judge's position within the legal community at large." Indiana Advisory Opinion 3-88. Judges should not be prohibited from making recommendations legitimately done by others in society unless there is an identifiable basis in the language of the Code of Judicial Conduct to do so. Letters of recommendation are routinely accepted by people who have attained some level of competence in their field or some level of acquaintance with the applicant. Writing such a letter is often an imposition that many believe that they have a professional or social obligation to perform. Indeed, sometimes judges have special knowledge that makes them uniquely qualified to assess the suitability of an applicant for a position. Massachusetts Advisory Opinion 94-1.

Judicial ethics advisory committees have cited practical considerations supporting that interpretation. A contrary rule "would prevent, for example, a lawyer, or even a housekeeper, who has worked directly for a judge, from obtaining the judge's recommendation when seeking other employment, or a para-legal who has worked directly for a judge from obtaining the judge's recommendation when applying to a law school." New York Advisory Opinion 88-10. The code of judicial conduct was not "intended to penalize those persons who work with a judge by forbidding the judge from commenting on their character or ability to a potential employer." Arizona Advisory Committee 92-6. Furthermore, "it is a prerequisite to the proper operation of many institutions that recommendations be received from a cross section of the popula- tion and that there is no reason to exclude judges." Maryland Advisory Opinion 1977-5. Finally, such recommendations are not considered voluntary testimony as a character witness, which is prohibited by most Codes, including that of Oklahoma.

The act of making a professional recommend-ation for employment . . . is not subject to the abuses presumably targeted by the prohibition. A typical recommendation will not involve public testimonial facts, thus potentially detracting from the dignity of the office, and cannot be exploited to deflect attention from the outcome of a legal proceeding. Indiana Advisory 3-88.

Of course, all of this is premised on the judge in question having actual personal knowledge of the person being recommend- ed.

**Dear Roscoe:** To what extent, if any, to what extent can a judge, in an equity case triable to the court, do independent factual investigation outside of the court proceedings? In particular, a judge in a probate case proposed to enter a probate homestead and determine and seize estate property in the possession of the surviving spouse. S.C., Del City.

**Dear S.C.:** This scenario involves a number of ethical considerations including:

(a) Rule 1.1, which states that "[a] judge shall comply with the law, including the Oklahoma Code of Judicial Conduct";

(b) Rule 1.2, which states that "[a] judge shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the inde-pendence, integrity, and impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety";

(c) Rule 1.3, which states that "[a] judge shall not abuse the prestige of judicial office to advance the personal or economic inter-ests of the judge or others, or allow others to do so";

(d) Rule 2.2, which states that "[a] judge shall perform judicial and administrative duties, competently and diligently . . . and shall cooperate with other judges and court officials in the administration of court business."

For one court has stated it:

A Judge is not expected to and should not summarily step from his judicial func-tion and become an investigator, prosecu-tor, arresting officer, or instigator of legal actions, for when he does, he lessens the public confidence in the impartiality of his office. It is important that the judge does not only maintain integrity and impartiality, but that he must also give the appearance of such. No judge should take unto himself activities or functions which are delegated to other branches of the government.

---
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A couple of months ago I introduced you to Tommy Iannaccone, a/k/a Tommy Ice-Cream-Cone a/k/a Ice, an old school mobster in Tony Segrar’s employ. I didn’t tell you back then that I think I owe him my life. I was 11 years old and walking home one night when I passed an alley. The sounds coming out of it drew me in. I took a peek and saw two guys working over a third. The workers wore ski caps with the face masks down. They saw me and I froze. The biggest one came over to me, got down on one knee, took up his mask and looked me in the eye.

“I don’t know what you think you’ve seen, son, but that fella back there is one bad guy. My friend and I are just trying to do the right thing so he won’t be so bad no more. You understand?” I nodded.

“So just you go home and don’t worry about this anymore and forget what you seen. Go ahead.” I turned and ran home. I spent most of the night looking out my window for a car full of hitters pulling up, and imagined sce-narios in case they did. Never happened. I understood then that I received an ice cream cone of my own. Not everyone in the big guy’s line of work would have let me go, especially after seeing his face. That big guy was Tommy Iannaccone. I remembered him from that day on, just as he remembered me.

Both of us kept the bargain.

Tommy hung around after everyone else had filed out.

“Heard you have a meet,” he said.

“Yes,” I replied.

“What?”

“Sweeney’s.”

He nodded. “Want some company?”

“I can’t bring anyone.”

“I ain’t anybody no more,” he said. “Be like the old days.”

We took my car.
Digital Currencies: A Primer

By: Miles Pringle

You have likely heard a lot about digital currencies, whether it be a cryptocurrency, blockchain or a bitcoin. You may have clients who want you to advise about them or even (gulp) want to pay you with them. So, what do you need to know? This article sets out to give you a basic primer on digital currencies to help you grasp the forest through the trees.

A digital currency is a means of payment that exists only in electronic form. Broadly speaking there are three main types of digital currencies: 1) cryptocurrencies; 2) stablecoins; and 3) central bank digital currencies. Cryptocurrencies are privately issued digital currencies that are not associated with any other form of value (such as a commodity or central bank currency). Stablecoins are privately issued digital currencies that are pegged to another value, typically the U.S. Dollar. Central bank digital currencies (“CBDC”) are digital currencies issued by a central bank and backed by the full faith and credit of that government.

Cryptocurrencies include well-known brands like Bitcoin and Ethereum. These currencies are often highly volatile. For example, in 2021 a Bitcoin was valued anywhere from ~$29,000 to $69,000. In January 2020 a Bitcoin was valued at ~$7,000. While historically cryptocurrencies have been associated with illicit transactions, and still are, more and more companies are accepting them as a form of payment.

As opposed to cryptocurrencies, stablecoins should be more, well “stable.”

Many, if not most, digital currencies use blockchain technology to effectuate transactions. A blockchain is a type of electronic ledger that is a continuously updated by permanent real-time entries (using cryptographic algorithms to validate transactions).

In conclusion, virtual currencies are in a state of flux in their ultimate use in the marketplace and the laws/regulations that control them have yet to be determined. Attorneys should be mindful of this nebulous state when advising clients regarding virtual currency related matters.
A small replica of the Statue of Liberty stands just outside of the west entrance to the Oklahoma County Courthouse. The statue was dedicated in 1950, as one of many installed to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the Boy Scouts of America. To help promote the anniversary theme of “Strengthen the Arm of Liberty,” roughly 200 small replicas, known as the “Little Sisters of Liberty,” were placed in communities all across the country.

The initiative to place the statues was led by J.P. Whitaker, the Scout Commissioner of the Kansas City Area Council at that time. Whitaker hoped the statues would serve as a constant reminder of the price of the freedom we enjoy every day. The statues are approximately 8 1/2 feet tall without the base, constructed of sheet copper, weigh 290 pounds, and originally cost $350 plus freight. They were purchased from Friedley-Voshardt Company in Chicago by local scout troops, who presented them to cities and towns in 39 states, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone, and the Philippines. Local communities provided pedestals, which were often quite elaborate and added several feet to the overall height of the statue.

The plaque on the base reads, “With the faith and courage of their forefathers who made possible the freedom of these United States, the Boy Scouts of America dedicate this replica as a pledge of everlasting fidelity and loyalty.”

Today, many of the replicas have been destroyed, as weather and vandalism have taken a toll. However, nearly half still remain. They are often found outside of government buildings, schools, libraries, and parks. Replicas in other Oklahoma locations include Memorial Park in Blackwell, Shannon Springs Park in Chickasha, East 2nd Street and Boulevard in Edmond, Garfield County Courthouse in Enid, West Cherokee Street and South Main Street in Lindsay, Ottawa County Courthouse in Miami, Spaulding Park in Muskogee, Cherokee Nation Courthouse in Tahlequah, Lanier Elementary School in Tulsa, Seminole County Courthouse in Wewoka, and Camp Dierks Boys Scout Camp near Wright City.
DISTRICT JUDGE RAY C. ELLIOTT RETIRES

By: The Hon. Geary Walke

The most senior Oklahoma County District Judge, Ray C. Elliott, will retire January 31, 2022 ending a judicial career that began with his election in 1998. It will mark over four decades of a legal career that began and now ends at the Oklahoma County Courthouse.

He says, “it’s been a fun ride.”

He and his wife Sandi (who retired a few years back from the District Attorney’s Office), have built a home (and a new barn) in Blair, Oklahoma, where Ray graduated from High School. He plans to keep a home in Oklahoma City so he and Sandi can help ride herd on their seven grandchildren. His daughter, Dr. Elizabeth Maier, is mother to two of those grandchildren. His mother, Dr. Elizabeth Maier, is mother to two of those grandchildren. His daughter, Dr. Elizabeth Maier, is mother to two of those grandchildren.

Judge Elliott graduated from Southwestern Oklahoma State University and then was awarded a master’s degree from Southwestern in 1975. In December 1980, Judge Ray Elliott graduated from the Oklahoma City University School of Law.

The legendary Judge Jack R. Parr was served in the late 1970s by two law students from Oklahoma City University School of Law. Ray Elliott was his Court Clerk and Dan Owens, who also became a long-serving District Judge, served as his Bailiff. While Ray envisioned hanging a shingle in Weatherford, Oklahoma, after graduating from OCU School of Law in

First elected in 1998, Judge Elliott has never been opposed for the position, which he takes to be a hopeful sign that he was doing his job right.

1980, he was nudged by Judge Parr to try working for Andy Coats, District Attorney. Out of politeness, Ray interviewed for a position as Assistant District Attorney. Mr. Coats and Arlene Joplin (subsequently a judge on the Court of Criminal Appeals) told him that anyone who worked for Judge Parr could work for them. He served under Bob Macy as Assistant District Attorney of Oklahoma County and served as Director of the Criminal Division during the last thirteen years of his tenure.

When Judge John Amick retired Ray was visited by attorneys Ron Wallace, Irven Box and Mickey Hornsey who convinced him to run for District Judge. First elected in 1998, Judge Elliott has never been opposed for the position, which he takes to be a hopeful sign that he was doing his job right.

During his tenure as a Judge, Ray Elliott served on the criminal docket. He served on the Law Library Board of Trustees from 1992 until 1998 as the representative of the District Attorney’s office and from 1998 until 2010 as a District Judge. He served two two-year terms as a member of the Trial Division of the Court On The Judiciary. He served as Presiding Administrative Judge for the Seventh Judicial District (which includes Canadian County as well as Oklahoma County) in 2005, 2006, 2014, 2015, 2020 and 2021.

Judge Elliott is a former member of the State and National District Attorney’s Association, and served as Chairman of the Oklahoma County Community Sentencing Planning Council his entire tenure on the bench, he served on the faculty of the National Judicial College and was a member of the Criminal OUJI Jury Instruction Committee, as well as an associate member of the University of Central Oklahoma graduate faculty in criminal justice. Judge Elliott is also a frequent speaker at Victim Impact Panels throughout the state of Oklahoma. In 2014, he was named Judge of the Year by the Oklahoma Gang Investigators Association.

Judge Elliott, a New York Yankees fan, has been to nineteen major league baseball stadiums and plans in retirement to see the remaining fourteen plus many minor league stadiums. He has a sports memorabilia store (his “compound”) in Blair, Oklahoma. We offer Judge Elliot our heartfelt thanks for his distinguished service and wish him all the best in retirement.

YOU DESERVE THE BEST.

You deserve the best customer service. In the event of a claim, you deserve the best local claims team working with the best local counsel. You deserve the state’s only member-owned, Oklahoma-based lawyers professional liability insurance company. You deserve OAMIC.
Next to the Lord and his family, Bob’s love in life was the St. Louis Cardinals. He was a fan throughout his life. In childhood, he won a game ticket most years for earning straight A’s in school. He loved taking his family to games, and was a regular season-long viewer of Cardinal games on TV.

He was also a history buff, especially about the Civil War. Numerous family vacations were trips to Civil War battlefields. He could spend hours strolling in museums and looking at monuments, and he readily entered discussions with park rangers about history.

Bob was active in the church and community. He held numerous leadership positions at Wesley United Methodist Church, and taught the Inspirers Sunday School class. He was a board member for several years with Heartline, and a longtime volunteer in the Oklahoma Bar Association’s education outreach efforts. He taught “The Law and You” short courses for high school students, and read to preschoolers at Head Start locations in Oklahoma City. He recently volunteered for TEEM, The Education and Employment Ministry.

In order to accommodate expanded use of the County Law Library facilities, Mrs. Betty Skaggs, County Law Librarian, at the request of the Board of Trustees, has adopted a policy to make the dictation rooms in the County Law Library available to attorneys who wish to use them for study. These rooms will no longer be restricted to use for dictation only. But, in the event there is a greater demand than space is available, preference will still be given to attorneys who desire to use these rooms for dictation purposes.

Mrs. Skaggs has also adopted a policy to make the conference room available for the use by two or more attorneys wishing to confer or use the room for study, as well as making the conference room available for conferences between attorneys and their clients.

Also, the County Law Library has adopted a form of receipt to be issued to attorneys paying for copy work at the Law Library to assist the attorney in maintaining records of these expenses for bookkeeping purposes.

These changes have been instituted to assist the attorneys in taking full advantage of the facilities available at the County Law Library.
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Mike focuses his practice on medical malpractice defense, health care, aging services and general liability. Prior to joining HBS, Mike was an attorney at other firms in Oklahoma and Texas where he specialized in personal injury, wrongful death and underinsured uninsured motorist cases. He also has more than a decade of experience working in healthcare as a radiologic technologist and understands the pressures and complexities that health care providers face. He brings this knowledge and experience to bear in every client matter.

Mike earned a J.D., summa cum laude, from Oklahoma City University School of Law. He also completed a B.S. in organizational leadership at the University of Central Oklahoma and a B.S. in applied science as a radiologic technologist at Oklahoma State University at Oklahoma City.

Crowe & Dunlevy Welcomes Three Attorneys

Rodney L. Cook, John T. Stone and Randall J. Yates have joined Crowe & Dunlevy in the firm’s Oklahoma City and Tulsa offices.

Experienced in all areas of tort litigation, Cook focuses his practice on product liability, warranty, insurance, and franchise law. He represents product manufacturers and insurers in personal injury, warranty, and property damage cases. He also is active in defense of national and local franchise organizations in personal injury and university matters. Cook is a director in the Oklahoma City office.

Cook is a graduate of the University of Oklahoma College of Law, where he serves as an assistant dean and professor, and earned his undergraduate degree from the University of Oklahoma.

Stone joins the firm as an associate attorney in the Oklahoma City office. As a member of the Insurance and Litigation & Trial Practice Groups, he represents clients in a wide range of commercial transactions and business litigation matters. He graduated from the University of Oklahoma College of Law and spent the first six years of his legal career practicing in Dallas, Texas. Stone earned his undergraduate degree from the University of Oklahoma.

Yates is a director in the firm’s Tulsa office and a member of the Appellate, Litigation & Trial, and Indian Law & Gaming Practice Groups.

A graduate of the University of California, Berkeley, School of Law, Yates clerked for the Solicitor of the U.S. Department of the Interior in Washington, D.C. during law school. He earned his undergraduate degree from Oklahoma State University and studied abroad at the Aarhus School of Business in Denmark.

Before joining the firm, Yates served as Assistant Solicitor General for the State of Oklahoma where he advised state officials on emerging legal issues and litigated some of the state’s most significant legal matters, including at the Oklahoma Supreme Court and U.S. Supreme Court.

Phillips Murrah Law Firm Names Three New Directors

The law firm of Phillips Murrah proudly announces the promotion of Robert K. Campbell, Melissa J. Cottle, and Cory Davis to Directors for the Firm. These additions bring the Firm’s total number of Directors to 38.

Robert’s legal practice is focused in the area of family law, specifically concentrated in matters of divorce, legal separation, and custody issues. He represents clients by providing steady, thoughtful, and resourceful counsel to advise them through significant family and life transitions.

Robert graduated cum laude from the Oklahoma City University School of Law in May 2007. Prior to law school, he received his BBA in Business Marketing from the University of Oklahoma, Michael F. Price College of Business, graduating with distinction.

While in law school, Robert received several awards including being on the Dean’s Honor Roll and Faculty Honor Roll. Additionally, he was the recipient of the CALI Award of Excellence, which is awarded to the student with the highest grade in the courses as determined by the professor for two of his courses (Legal Analysis and Corporations). He was involved in several student organizations in law school including Merit Scholars, Phi Delta Phi, Phi Kappa Phi, The Association of Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA) and the Student Bar Association.

Robert was born in Texas where he resided before moving to Oklahoma in 1997. In his free time, he enjoys spending time with his wife, Emily, who is also a practicing attorney in Oklahoma City. He enjoys golfing and most outdoor activities.

Melissa’s practice focuses on Tax Law, and she represents businesses and individuals in a wide range of matters, including general tax planning, business succession planning, and the structuring of complex transactions.

Jessica has advised clients regarding corporate and general business matters, including choice of entity, formation, tax-free reorganizations, acquisitions and dispositions, and tax planning. She has particular experience working with flow-through entities, including disregarded entities, limited liability companies, partnerships, and S corporations. Jessica has also successfully represented clients in disputes with the Internal Revenue Service.

Prior to entering private practice, Jessica gained valuable experience as a judicial clerk for the United States District Court of the Northern District of Texas and the Western District of Oklahoma. She then received her Masters of Law in Taxation at New York University School of Law and worked for a law firm in Houston, Texas before joining Phillips Murrah. Jessica is admitted to practice in Oklahoma and Texas.

Jessica has written and presented on a variety of tax topics, including choice-of-entity in light of the 2017 tax reform, the tax implications of foreign ownership of real property, changes to the partnership audit procedures enacted in 2015, and defending against the trust fund recovery penalty.

Robert was born in Killeen, Texas but now lives in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. In her free time, she enjoys spending time with friends and family, traveling, and training for her next race.

Eric is a member of the Firm’s Government & Regulatory Relations and Compliance Practice Group, Clean Energy Practice Group, and Healthcare Practice Group. He represents clients in proceedings before a range of governmental agencies. He serves as a prosecutor for the Oklahoma Construction Industries Board. The Firm also frequently practices before the Oklahoma Corporation Commission. Eric’s utility regulation experience includes representing public utilities and other stakeholders in rate cases, merger/acquisition applications, applications for certificates of authority, and rulemakings.

Prior to joining Phillips Murrah, Eric served as an Assistant Attorney General in the Office of the Oklahoma Attorney General, and as legal counsel at the Oklahoma Corporation Commission. Eric also served low-income Oklahomans at Legal Aid in Lawton, Oklahoma, and spent two years clerking for the state trial courts of Vermont.

Eric received his J.D. from the University of Michigan Law School where he was managing editor of the Michigan Journal of Race & Law. He received his undergraduate degree from Oklahoma State University where he was named the Political Science Department’s “Outstanding Senior.” Recognized by his peers as a “Best Lawyer in America” for 2021, Eric is an alum of Leadership Oklahoma City and the Oklahoma Bar Association’s Leadership Academy. He is also a past board member of the Oklahoma Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Division.

Born and raised in Stillwater, Oklahoma, Eric now lives in Oklahoma City with his wife, Nadine, and their sons, Nathan and Zane. He enjoys music, hiking, PBS NewsHour, and OU football.

Mcafee & Taft Elects Seven New Shareholders For 2022

The shareholders of Mcafee & Taft have elected attorneys Melissa J. Cottle, Harrison M. Komsider, Allison C. McGrew, Andrew J. Morris, Micah J. Petersen, William T. Silvia and Anna E. Wolfe as fellow shareholders, effective January 1, 2022. The announcement was made by managing director Michael L. Smerick.

Melissa J. Cottle, 2014 a honors graduate of the University of Oklahoma College of Law, is an ERISA attorney whose practice encompasses a broad range of employee benefit matters involving retirement plans, health and welfare plans, and executive compensation.

Cottle’s achievements have earned her inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America: Ones to Watch/ Emerging Lawyers. Cottle is a trial lawyer who represents management in all aspects of employment law and litigation. A portion of his practice is devoted to general civil and business litigation. Komsider’s achievements have earned him inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America: Ones to Watch and Oklahoma Super Lawyers’ list of “Oklahoma Rising Stars,” which recognizes the state’s top up-and-coming attorneys. He is a 2014 honors graduate of the University of Oklahoma College of Law.

Allison C. McGrew practice is concentrated on the representation of clients in matters involving the buying, selling, leasing, financing and registration of aircraft, as well as other matters that fall under the purview of the Federal Transportation Code, Federal Aviation Administration Regulations, FAA Aircraft Registry, and Cape Town Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and the Aircraft Protocol. Much of her work involves the documentation of aircraft transactions and aircraft title and registration matters, as well as negotiating and drafting contracts. She is a 2014 honors graduate of the Oklahoma City University School of Law.

Andrew J. Morris is a trial and appellate lawyer and former federal law clerk whose practice is focused on general civil litigation, including complex commercial litigation and appeals at the state and federal levels. Morris served as a law clerk to the Honorable Scott L. balk, district judge in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma, from 2018 to 2020 and is particularly regarded for his knowledge and ability to navigate the complexities of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Class Action Fairness Act. He is a 2013 honors graduate of the University of Oklahoma College of Law.

Micah J. Petersen, a 2014 honors graduate of the University of Tulsa College of Law, is a trial lawyer whose state and federal litigation practice encompasses the areas of complex business litigation, employment litigation, product liability, professional liability, personal injury, and insurance defense. Petersen’s achievements have earned him inclusion in Oklahoma Super Lawyers’ list of “Oklahoma Rising Stars,” which recognizes the state’s top up-and-coming attorneys.

William T. Silvia is a corporate attorney whose practice encompasses a broad range of business and commercial matters, including contract negotiations, mergers and acquisitions, divestitures, securities, corporate financing, energy industry transactions, and real estate transactions. A portion of his practice is focused on the negotiation of construction, transportation, and manufacturing contracts in various industries, including the energy industry. Silvia’s achievements have earned him inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America: Ones to Watch. Anna E. Wolfe is a trial attorney whose state and federal practice is focused on insurance litigation, including insurance, ERISA litigation, and complex business litigation. She is a member of the firm’s Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Group, representing clients facing complex cybersecurity, privacy and data breaches. Wolfe’s achievements have earned her inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America: Ones to Watch and Oklahoma Super Lawyers’ list of “Oklahoma Rising Stars,” which recognizes the state’s top up-and-coming attorneys.
Hall Estill Announces Six New Shareholders

Hall Estill, Oklahoma’s leading law firm, with offices in Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Denver and Northwest Arkansas, proudly announces that E. Job Seese, Diane L. Hernandez, Joel P. Johnston, Tami Hines, Jacqueline M. McCormick, and Margo E. Shipley have been elected Shareholders.

Job is a seasoned trial lawyer. He represents clients in all types of commercial disputes – oil and gas, cannabis, trade secret, and general contractual matters. Before entering private practice, Job clerked for The Honorable Stanley F. Birch, Jr., U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. Job received his J.D. from the Washington and Lee University School of Law, where he graduated with highest honors, and his undergraduate alma mater is the University of the South.

Diane’s practice is concentrated in employment-based immigration, as well as labor and employment law. She received her J.D. from the University of Tulsa College of Law, with highest honors. While in law school, she served as the editor in chief of the Tulsa Law Review and as Vice President of the Latino Law Students Association. She received her Bachelor of Arts in foreign service/political science and master’s in environmental studies from Baylor University.

Joel practices environmental, regulatory, and corporate/transactional law across a variety of industries, leveraging his decade of experience working as a technical and corporate leader in the environmental consulting arena. He earned his J.D. from the University of Tulsa College of Law with a certificate in sustainable energy and resources law and served as a Notes and Comments Editor for the Energy Law Journal while there. He received his Bachelor of Science in geology from Colorado State University, and he holds a Professional Geologist license in Wyoming.

Tami assists her clients primarily in the areas of bankruptcy and complex commercial litigation, as well as litigation involving oil and gas, construction/contract, and general corporate matters. She serves as an adjunct professor of law at Oklahoma City University School of Law. She received her J.D. from the Oklahoma City University School of Law, cum laude, and her Bachelor of Arts from the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor.

Jacqueline is a litigator representing clients in a variety of matters including professional negligence, oil and gas law, banking, construction law, premises liability, commercial disputes, and employment issues. She earned her J.D. from the University of Oklahoma College of Law, and her Master of Business Administration and Bachelor of Arts from the University of Central Oklahoma.

Tami assists her clients primarily in the areas of bankruptcy and complex commercial litigation, as well as litigation involving oil and gas, construction/contract, and general corporate matters. She serves as an adjunct professor of law at Oklahoma City University School of Law. She received her J.D. from the Oklahoma City University School of Law, cum laude, and her Bachelor of Arts from the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor.

Margo concentrates her practice in litigation, assisting her clients in the areas of complex business and general litigation. She earned her J.D. from the University of Tulsa College of Law, summa cum laude, and her bachelor’s from John Brown University.

By: Bob Burke

Oklahoma Supreme Court Justice Noma Gurich was inducted as a Fellow of the College of Workers’ Compensation Lawyers at the College’s annual meeting in Orlando, Florida, on December 12. The College honors judges, attorneys, administrators, and regulators who have made substantial contributions in the nation’s workers’ compensation system.

Justice Gurich was one of only two state Supreme Court justices in the nation who previously served as a workers’ compensation judge.

The College of Workers’ Compensation Lawyers is led this year by Oklahoma City attorney Jacque Brawner Dean who was elected President last summer.
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www.usiaffinity.com/attorneyspreferred

1.855.USI.0100

USI Affinity

Advising and Protecting the Legal Profession

Now available in Oklahoma, The Attorneys’ Preferred Lawyers’ Professional Liability Insurance Program, offers proprietary policy enhancements, designed to mitigate claims before they arise.

With over 50 years of experience insuring attorneys, USI Affinity knows what it takes to protect attorneys from malpractice claims and has designed specific policy enhancements that address the most common gaps seen in today’s LPL marketplace.

Call today to speak with a Professional Liability Specialist
I love LawPay! I’m not sure why I waited so long to get it set up.

– Law Firm in Ohio

Trusted by 50,000 law firms, LawPay is a simple, secure solution that allows you to easily accept credit and eCheck payments online, in person, or through your favorite practice management tools.

- 22% increase in cash flow with online payments
- Vetted and approved by all 50 state bars, 70+ local and specialty bars, the ABA, and the ALA
- 62% of bills sent online are paid in 24 hours

Data based on an average of firm accounts receivables increases using online billing solutions.

LawPay is a registered agent of Wells Fargo Bank N.A., Concord, CA, Synovus Bank, Columbus, GA., and Fifth Third Bank, N.A., Cincinnati, OH.

Get started at lawpay.com/okcbar
866-276-9492